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Topics

- Research
- Paper Writing
- Conferences and Journals
- Supervisor Relations
- Leisure
Research

- A good research topic
- Do literature review
- Find advantages and disadvantages
- Propose your solutions (innovations)
Paper Writing

- Present the outcomes of your research
- Start the paper writing as early as possible
- Publications is an important evaluation for the performance of a PhD student in research
Conference and Journal

- Publish your paper in highly reputable conferences and journals
Supervisor Relations

- Discuss with your supervisor frequently
- May not give you a solution, but valuable suggestions
- If you disagree with your supervisor in research, using evidence to persuade him/her
Leisure

- Better not always stay in front of your computer
- Suggest to do outdoor activities: picnic, swimming, football, and photography
Some Useful Words

"It doesn’t matter where you’re coming from; all that matters is where you’re going" -- Brian Tracy.

"If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?" -- Albert Einstein.

"Successful people are not gifted; they just work hard, then succeed on purpose." -- G. K. Nielson.